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Todd McGrain Awarded Prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship
BY ZACHARIAH VICTOR
WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

The Politics of Christianity: The Radical
Side
We thought politics and religion were supposed to be separate in this country but we all
really knew deep down that no
matter how hard you try they
always get mixed up when
groups of fundamentalist and
extreme religious groups unify
on political issues. That is the
case of the "Christian Right" in
modern America. Visiting Professor of Religi-0us Studies, Rev.
William Sloane Coffin will discuss the his view of the political
and theological "mistakes" made
on the part of the Christian right
in a May 8th Lawrence Main
Hall Forum "The Christian Right
-- How Christian? How Right?"
Coffin has been a leading
hunian rights and anti-war
activist for decades. "The Christian Coalition sees dogma not as
a signpost. but as a hitchiug
post. By taking the Bible more
literally, they think they're taking it more seriously, which is
not necessarily the case," Coffin
asserts. The lecture will examine the political aims of the
Christian Coalition on issues of
poverty and the interpretation of
the Bible.

Black Afusic lVorkshop Held at Lawrence
A workshop entitled "Music
of the Black Composer in the
Liberal Arts Curriculum" took
place April 27 through 28 at the
Lawrence Music and Drama
Center. The presentation targeted at college educators addressed
"the implications of black music
history.".
Dominique-Rene de' Lerma, a
music faculty member and Professor Robert L. Morris of
Macalester College headed the
workshop and William Sloane
Coffin, Lawrence's visiting professor of religious studies, presented the keynote address .
As a component of the Ben
HOit Memorial Concert Series
the workshop was aimed to provide access to significant minority concert talents and give educators a broader resource base
for curricular materials.

Chamber
Bring Recital

Players

The Lawrence Chamber
Players, Anne Shih, Mathew
Michelic and Janet Anthony,
assisted by Fan Lei and Robert
Below, have a recital planned for
May 4 at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall.
These Lawrence Conservatory of Music faculty members,
performing on violin, viola, cello,
continued to page 4

This year, the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation awarded over $4; million in
fellowships to about 150 artists,
scholars, and scientists. The
foundation chose from a collection of almost 2,800 applicants
and awards fellowships "to men
and women who have already
demonstrated ... exceptional creative ability in the arts ." Todd
McGrain, sculptor and assistant

professor of art at Lawrence, art. He stated, however, that his
received a $30,000 grant from the art is "best suited for museums
foundation for his exceptional and galleries," and is a kind not
creative ability in sculpture.
usually purchased by individuMcGrain says that he looks als. He will use some of the grant
forward to using the grant as a to purchase materials for upcomchance "to focus [his] full atten- ing works.
tion on developing [his] sculp"The bulk of my time will be
ture." The Fellowship will spent in the studio," McGrain
increase his freedom in many said. He emphasized that the felways, especially because he does lowship would give him more
not direct his art at a buying freedom in artistic pursuits. In
audience. McGrain said, "I don't "taking advantage of [his] freer
direct the work as a commodity schedule," McGrain said he
at all." He commented that he is intends to travel on a more reguconscious of an audience for his . lar basis to museums and gal-

leries in New York. He looks forward to the opportunity "to experience important historical art
first-hand" and "to observe and
evaluate contemporary art."
McGrain
will
not
teach any
classes
during the
1996-97
academic
year.
T h e
travel is a
particu1 a r l y
strong
incentive
o
r
Todd McGrain
right to assume members of the fMcGrain.
community to be malicious.
He said, "Being a sculptor in
Apparently the disagreement Appleton would be akin to being
between Damp and Brombaugh a concert pianist and never hearhas been a point of contention ing any other pianists." The
ever. since Brombaugh began to increased contact wtth contempobuild the organ. Some argue that rary art, he says, "ought to
it would do no good to lock the increase my understanding of the
organ console, for, a person unusually broad state of contemintent on damaging the organ porary art." In addition to travel- ling, McGrain will use his time to
could easily damage parts of the read critical writings on art,
organ other than the console.
especially in the .field of sculpDamp was clearly disturbed
ture.
·
by the vandalism. "I felt raped,"
McGrain frequently combines
he said. He also commented, "The materials in his sculpture,
always "[melding them) together
organ was def;iled."
Ronald and Christoph Wahl, so that there is a natural diaco-curators of the Brombaugh logue between the two materiorgan, cleaned up and investigat- als." He tries hard to maintain a
ed the matter. "The damage to connection between "organic
structure, the physical properties
the organ was trivial," Christoph
of the materials, and the form of
Wahl said. "Indeed, at this time the sculpture itself." He describes
[April 29), all is back to normal his art as "process-oriented
except for the pedal light, which work": that is, the work of art
had to be ordered specially." He develops through the making .
joked, saying, "These foreign cars
continued to page 4
are so hard to find parts for."

The Brombaugh Organ in Ashes and Vomit
BY ZACHARIAH VICTOR

On April 21, 1996, after the
performance of Beethoven's 9th
and sometime after 11:00 p.m.,
an organ major was practicing on
the Brombaugh· organ in the
Memorial Chapel when some
unknown person began to play
with the stage lights. The frightened student left the building,
neglecting to call Lawrence security.
On April 22, a custodian who
was cleaning the chapel found an
organ stop knob out in the seats.
Robert Dodson, Dean of the Conservatory, was called to inspect
the matter. There were cigarette
ashes all over the organ platform,
on its key desk, and underneath
the pedal board. The stop knob
had been ripped out of its place.
There was vomit on the organ
console itself. The pedal board
lights were removed from their
casing, cut with a wire cutter and

stolen.
The Appleton Police made a
report and did forensic testing on
the vomit. The vandals are still
unknown. How the vandals
entered the chapel is also
unknown. A Lawrence student
who was investigating the scene
found that one of the front doors
to the chapel was broken and
that it could have been forced
open.
The situation raises questions
as to whether a change iri
approach to security is needed at
Lawrence. George Damp, professor of organ, thinks that the
organ should be locked and covered somehow. Some people,
including the organ's maker,
John Brombaugh, think that
anyone should, in principle, have
access to the organ. They argue
that it is a community investment. They think that only a
malicious person would vandalize the organ and that it is not

Four Ticketed On Appleton P.D. VR Check
BY CHARLEY SHAW

The Viking Room, Lawrence's
campus bar, was the site of a
licensed premise "walk-through"
on Friday, April 19th. During the
inspection, conducted by Lieutenant Pete Helein of the Appleton Police department along with
four other uniformed officers and
two undercover officers, two
occupants were ticketed for
underage loitering in a premise
licensed to serve alcohol.
One Lawrence student and a
visiting friend of that same student received tickets and court
summonses according to Associate Dean of Students for Activities, Paul Shrode.
When the police entered the
Viking Room, they immediately
checked all student identification. Junior Viking Room supervisor, Bilun Gurpinar, said,
"First [the police] came to talk to
[me and the bartenders]. They
weren't happy that I was
upstairs; and then they carded
everyone." After the police left,
the Viking Room then remained
open, despite a depressed sense
of enthusiasm, noted Gurpinar.
In addition to the underage

loitering tickets that were
issued, Wisconsin state law
states that tickets are to be
issued to the supervisor and the
person in whose name the
license was issued. Gurpinar, the
Supervisor in the Viking Room
on the night of the 19th, and
Shrode, who is the agent of the
Viking Room's liquor license,
received tickets of $203.00 each,
and received summonses to
appear in court.
"The V.R. is a public building
with a community issued public
license for operating a bar," said
Shrode. As a result, the Viking
Room and all Appleton bars are
subject to a new system of quarterly inspections.
The new systematic inspection plan of licensed premises
stems from a program called
"Cops in Shops" which was funded by a local grant which initiated investigations of area bars.
Over the summer, officers
observed drinking establishments in the guise of bar tenders
and also through underage buyers.
"They found some disturbing
statistics," said Shrode.
Out of 45 locations that were

investigated by the police, 24
sold to the undercover underage
person. Shrode added, "It was a
pretty dismal response."
Insisting that the findings of
the "Cops in Shops" program
demanded routine investigations
of licensed establishments, the
new Appleton Chief of Police,
Richard W . Meyers, issued a letter in February to all license
holders . In his letter, he noted
that the Police Department will
be beginning a "comprehensive,
multi-layered approach to eliminate sale of alcohol to underage
persons."
Meyer's approach consists of
quarterly visits, or "walkthroughs" by officers to licensed
establishments within the three
police districts of Appleton.
"And that's what they were
doing on Friday night." said
Shrode. "My understanding is
that they visited several establishments ... when they got to the
Viking Room they did what they
are out there to do."
Lieutenant Helein told the
.Lawrentian that he had participated in three "walk-throughs"
on Friday night other than the
inspection of the Viking Room.

"We are committed to
inspecting licensed establishments on a quarterly basis." said
Helein. However he went on to
say, "We don't want any [students] to think we're going after
them in increased efforts."
In the aftermath of Viking
Room's first "walk-through," the
bar's program intends to remain
constant. "Carding will be done
as people enter the room,"
according to Shrode, "That has
been the expectation all along."
Despite the expectation that
the Viking Room cards at the
door, Gurpinar went on to say,
"At the night shifts, we don't
have somebody at the door so it
is the supervisor and the bartender that card ... We don't card
when people walk in. It's technically not very practical. Sorry to
say, but it's not very practical to
do that."
When asked about the potential for underage loitering in the
Viking Room, given the fact that
the staff often cards from the
bar, Gurpinar firmly stated, "It
is very easy."
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BGLASS's "All Walks of Life" Con£erence Fun and Informative
BY ARIE FARNAM

A vivid blue background and
solitary spotlight centered the
attention around a few simple
props,
afternoon
sunlight
glanced off rows of chairs in
Riverview, and room after room
on the Lawrence University campus was reserved for the numerous presentations.
BGLASS
organized its fifth annual conference, "All Walks of Life" from
April 19 to April 21, with a professional flavor.
Events ranged from prominent gay and lesbian speakers to
workshops on cultural and scientific topics to comedy and music.
45 to 50 participants came from
as far away as New Mexico, and
the overall cost of the conference
was be.tween $21,000 and
$22,000. Joe Tennis, the Conference Chair, said that LUCC
funded $3,774 of the event and
the rest came from donations
and registration fees.
Organizers had hoped to
draw 200 students and 50 professionals for the conference and
blamed the low turn out on timing.
Many other Midwest
schools hold their pride conferences in April. "This is set up to
be a networking and pride conference for northeast Wisconsin,"
Tennis stated, "For BGLASS the
goal is to heighten awareness of
student concerns, as well as the
celebration of diversity on the
Lawrence University campus."
A fashion show, a recital of
gay composers, a dance, a panel
and other entertainment target. ed at a large audience supplemented the conference. Workshops, dealing with topics such
as "Sexuality and Art", "Is there
a Biology to Homosexuality?" ,
"Third Gender", "Safe Zones",
and numerous other subject
dealing with activism, culture,
and internet resources, constituted the conference staple .
GLEDA, a leading gay and lesbian organization, donated a tree
to Lawrence "in the name of
diversity" and senior, Angela
Ndil)ga-Muvumba gave her
speech entitled , "Transforming
Silences" during the ceremony.

The major highlights were
speakers from the gay and lesbian community: State Representative, Tammy Baldwin,
Assistant Art Professor, Tim

them on every front," said Fierstein, "In this capitalist democracy every cent you spend is a
vote."
Some of Fierstein's performan c e
was less
serious.
He came
out
on
s t a g e
wearing
rubber
gloves and
stated
that they
were
to
protect
against
heterosexuals. He
t h e n
added
"You never can be
to careful."
Fierstein's
voice was
a
soft
grow 1,
1 i g ht I y
·reminiscent of a
well oiled
tractor
mot o r
h e a r d
from a dist an c e .
"All Walks of Life" student speaker, Aaron Lindberg
W hi I e
Rodgers, Lawrence senior, Aaron Fierstein's address was informaLindberg, and keynote speaker, tive, thought provoking, specific
Harvey Fierstein. Janet Glaser and brutally humorous some
presented
Bridget-Michaele BGLASS members remarked
Reischl's speech as a proxy ancl that a sarcastic, radical, "rude
Gail Hand livened up Friday humor" statement was a bit
night with astonishing comedy.
inappropriate from a keynote
"We are real people now . speaker.
President Clinton says the words
'gay' and 'lesbian'. He has us to
the White House," Fierstein said,
in the keynote address on Saturday night. Fierstein said he
believes the gay, lesbian and
bisexual (GLB) community needs
to go for "visibility at any price .
Just don't pretend we don't
exist."
Fierstein echoed the concern
of multiculturalists across the
country with his assessment of
the attacks against gays and lesbians. ."We're going to answer
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"[Fierstein] thought he was of comparative openness. Level
primarily talking to a GLB audi- 1 contains schools which include
ence and he wasn't. He was talk- · the GLB community in universiing to a mixed audience," Tennis ty policies, offer course work on
said, "He is of a different genera- sexuality issues, accept domestic
tion. BGLASS subscribes to an partnership and have several
GLB
groups .
enlightenment, where everyone campus
should be educated and nobody Maealester, the College of the
should be excluded in the educa- University of Chicago, Grinnell
tion of GLB issues .
[Some and Carleton are level 1 schools.
Level 2 schools have everyBGLASS members] felt that
Harvey was being somewhat thing level 1 schools have except
domestic partnership•. Coe, Knox
exclusionist."
Tennis commented, however, and Saint Olaf are in the second
that Fierstein's speech was gen- level. Level 3 institutions are
erally well received because he schools sitnilar to level 2 except
addressed issues that "really they have not developed a curneeded to be said. He stressed riculum with sexuality related
that the personal is political for course work. Beloit, Colorado,
Cornell and Lawrence are the
us."
Level 4
Hand's similar politically level 3 campuses .
motivated and occasionally sexu- schools have only recently
formed
GLB
organizations.
Levally explicit humor was let off
the hook because she was print- el 4 includes Lake Forest and
Monmouth, the one
ed on the program as a "comedi- Ripon .
an". Hand opened.one of her first school in level 5, does not allow
jokes by asking heterosexual GLB organizations on its cammembers of the audience pus.
Although the Lawrence curwhether they had "come out" to
their parents yet. She acted the rently maintains a level three
role of a shocked parent, "Why? standing in the study, course
Why? Why can't you be gay like work on homosexual issues is
planned for next year. Another
everybody else ."
Lindberg gave a detailed pre- recent study conducted by Multisentation of his research into the cultural Affairs found that 25%
various roles and relative accep- of Lawrence men and 13% of
tance of gays, lesbians and bisex- Lawrence women believe that
uals on ACM campuses. He vis- gays are immoral.
Several participants at
ited 7 out of the 14 campuses
covered and interviewed admin- the conference expressed concern
about
homophobia
at Lawrence .
istrators distributed throughout
a wide range of ages, races, sexes Tennis recalled, "During the
phone-a-thon there are alums
and sexual orientations.
Part of Lindberl:"'s study cen- that say that, because of the artitered on the openness of univer- cle in Lawrence Today supportsity policies toward homosexu- ing the conference, they are no
als.
Five groups of schools longer giving money to Lawrence
continued to page 4
emerged, representing five levels
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Democrats Pin Comeback Hopes- on sustained GOP Slump
BY PAUL WEST
WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON
Election
Day is six months away, but Rep.
Martin Frost wishes it were
tomorrow.
Armed with polls that show
the Republican Congress still
highly unpopular with the voters,
Democrats like Frost are daring
to dream of reclaiming the House
of Representatives, which they
lost in 1994 after 40 years of control.
'The House Republicans are
the gang that can't shoot
straight. Like many revolutionaries, they can't govern once they
get in power," says the Texan,
who heads the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.
"They've given us an extraordinary opportunity to take the
House back."
Whether that happens or not
_ and even the most partisan
Democrats put the odds at no better than about 50-50 _ there is little doubt that Democratic
prospects have brightened significantly. As the congressional
campaign season begins, a field of
battle that once tilted Rep~blican
seems to be sloping in the other
direction.
"A year ago, we were talking
about how many more seats
Republicans would pick up. Now
the whole frame of reference is
fundamentally different," says
Stuart Rothenberg, who publish• es a non-partisan newsletter on
congressional elections.
More audacious are Democratic visions of unseating enough
Republican senators this fall to
create· a 51-seat Democratic
majority. "We might do better,"
boasts Steve Jarding of the
Democratic Senate Campaign
Committee.
Spring fever? Quite possibly.
Many analysts believe that when
the rhetorical smoke clears and
the votes are counted, Republi-

cans will retain control of both
houses of Congress.
"There would have to be a
stronger pro-Democratic tide
than I sense today," says Gary C.
Jacobson, a political scientist at
the University of California, San
Diego. "Democratic candidates
would have to sweep all of the
close races" to put their party
back in charge.
Rothenberg is forecasting a
Democratic gain of eight to 10
House seats
short of the 20

power on both sides of Capitol
Hill.
.
All 435 House seats are up for
grabs this fall, along with 33 of
the 100 slots in the Senate. About
one-third of the House races and
two-thirds of the Senate contests
are regarded as competitive, and
it is there that the parties and
their allies are focusing their
attention and money.
For their part, Republican
leaders are sticking with predictions that they'll gain seats in

that show voters choosing
Democrats over Republicans, for
Congress if the election were held
today.
"We're building toward an
election on Nov. 5," the New York
congressman adds, noting that
Republicans have a number of
factors on their side: more campaign money, fewer seats of retiring representatives to defend ( 12
vs. 22 for the Democrats) and the
continuing Republican trend in
the South, where the party is

Chalk, Music, Nature, Love, It's Earth Week
"EARTH is brought to you by:
the color blue, the letter 'E', and
the number infinity." Such sentiments, written all over the steps
of the Wriston Ampitheater, welcomed Lawrence students to the
"Love Your Mother Earth" concert on Sunday, April 21. The
concert, sponsored by the
Lawrence environmental group,
Greenfire, kicked off Earth Week
'96 with three musical performances and a lot of pastel chalk.
"This [concert] is in honor of
earth week and we do this every
year. Bands come and play,
[everything is] free ... free food,
free sun. ... lots of fun .. . and
chalk. Free chalk." added Kerry
Kruk, who -performed with the
Lawrence Jazz Singers.
"The music is kicking in the
background- you gotta love it,"
asserted Greenfire member Andy
Motiwalla. Two acoustic performances by off-campus acts fol-

lowed the Jazz Singers. Food environmental
groups
[get
(hamburgers and, of course, veg- involved]," stated Andy Motiwalgie burgers for the truly ecologi- la. "We [clean up] this full
cally-minded) was barbecued by stretch of a couple miles along
the Union, tempting the many the Fox."
high-school
skateboarders
who were enjoying the sun
and the smooth concrete.
Chalk sat in buckets
awaiting the creative fervor of
the students in attendence.
Certainly, the sight of chalk
all over the pavement on a college campus is a reassuring
sign that spring has finally
arrived.
To follow the concert, the
"Detox the Fox" project, origi- Peacin' it up at the Earth Week concert
nally scheduled for April 20,
Additionally, Greenpeace repbut was postponed because of resentative Micheal Mitchell
rain, will be held Saturday, May addressed Lawrentians on Earth
4. This effort to clean up the Day. "He addressed some really
banks of the Fox River is spon- good issues that pertained to the
sored by the Sierra club and will Great Lakes [and] a lot about the
involve many local groups as well paper industry, which is pretty
as Lawrence volunteers.
appropriate .... They use chlorine
"There are different sites all to bleach their paper, which
along the river where groups get emits a lot of harmful chemicals
together ... Church groups and

needed to regain the majority. He
sees little change in the Senate,
where Democrats would need at
least three more seats to take
control. But, he adds, " it's certainly not silly" to consider a
Democratic wave this November
sweeping the party back into

both chambers. Rep. Bill Paxon,
<;hairman of the National Republican Congressionaj. Committee,
reassured his colleagues on that
point in briefings last week.
"This has nothing to do with
tidal waves or polling numbers,"
he says, downplaying surveys

BY LIZ WASHER

likely to pick up seats.
Privately, however, some
Republican officials concede that
Democrats have a shot at putting
an end to Newt Gingrich's speakership and the first Republicanled Congress in a generation.Gingrich himself is reported to have

A legend leaves the London Study Center
BY }OYA RAJADHYAKSHA

To anyone who has ever spent
a term at Lawrence University's
London Study Center, Rebecca
Byron is a legend. From the first
orientation meeting itself, students are told by both Dean
Lauter and returning students to
"just ask Rebecca" about queries
ranging from which airline .to fly
to where to buy the trendiest
shoes. Coordinating travel plans
and taking care of administrative
business, Byron is the one who
walks unsuspecting Lawrentians
through the wiles of 'propah'
British ways. More than just Secretary of the Center, she is a
friend to students, always ready
with a cheerful smile and invaluable advice. After three years of
dedicated service, commencing in
the spring of 1993, she will retire
at the end of this term.
Byron's reason for leaving the
Center is to be able to spend
more "quality time" with her two
children: "Anthony is seven years
old and Charlotte is only nine
months," she says, adding, "I
worked through my pregnancy

said as much at a recent planning
session in the offices of Republican National Chairman Haley
Barbour.
The Republicans' deteriorating prospects are closely linked to
Gingrich's unpopularity _ the
public views him more negatively
than any other major government official_ and to GOP mishandling of the politics of its prolonged budget fight with the
White House. The fiscal struggle
included two lengthy shutdowns

with Charlotte, only leaving the . because commuting is too hard.
center three days before she was It takes over an hour each way."
Byron said that she will take
born. Students who remember
me when I was pregnant will be away fond memories of her time
amused to hear
that her delivery
took only nine
minutes,
a
record-breaker at
the Chelsea and
. Westminster hospital! Well, I've
been
working
since then. Now I
feel my children
need me and they
must come first.
A few years of
staying · home is
Rebecca Byron, The Legend, with her children
nothing to me,
but to them it is everything. This at the center, remembering
is the time when . they begin to Lawrentians for .t heir "warmth,
form their characters, and I want sincerity and maturity."
"I like the small size of this
to be able to help them develop
place," she said," students start
their confidence and values ."
Byron also attributed her off as names on a sheet but, by
leaving to the fact that she has the end of the term, they become
recently moved to a country home personal friends and their faces
outside London. "I would love to are imprinted on my mind. I am
come back to the center (when really touched that they acknowlthe children have grown up a edge me even after they have left
bit), but I don't see how I would and I want to thank all those stu-

dents who have sent me cards
and notes over the years."
Byron commented not only on
her experiences with students
but also on various encounters
with members of the faculty. She
said she particular_ly enjoyed
working with Sub Richman
be.G,ause he and his wife, Joyce,
saw her as their own daughter.
She also enjoyed working with
Michael Orr, Lawrence's favorite
Brit-with-a-stiff-upper-lip, but
says that her most embarrassing
incidents at the center occurred
while he was its Director: "The
girls were always coming down to
my office and swooning over him
to me. Once he walked in on a
conversation like this and all the
students ran out--I don't know
who was more embarrassed, he
or I," she laughed, still coloring at
the memory.
Asked what she will do after
her early retirement, Byron
responded, "I want to pursue
country interests like riding and
gardening. Mostly, though, I just
want to be with my children and
my husband, Richard."

into the river, whereas you can
do oxygen bleaching of the
paper," reflected Andy Motiwalla.
"Then [Mitchell and Greenfire
members] went to dinner and he
talked in more detail about
issues and how we can get
involved."
Greenfire co-president Liz
Godfrey also affirms, "He's going
to send us some information
about the pulp and paper industry and what we can do in terms
of the industry around here ."
Earth Week is a busy time for
Greenfire . This year, besides
organizing all the events, the
group presented Lawrentians
with a "Personal Pledge" to sign,
promising that they would use
their education wisely, and not in
a manner that could potentially
harm other people or the environment.
nrP.enfire received over 500
signatures from stuctems-;-which
indicated a definite interest in

continued to page 3
of the federal government and
caused many older Americans to
fear that they'd be hurt by
changes in the Medicare program.
Another cause for concern:
Sen. Bob Dole's spring slump.
The likely nominee trails President Clinton by as much as 21
points, according to the latest
polls.
"If there ever was an everyman-for-himself (election) cycle,
this would be it," says John D.
Heubusch, executive director of
the National Republican Senatorial Committee . " I just don't
think there is a national strategy
that works for either side."
That wasn't the original plan,
at least for Republicans. Until
public opinion turned against the
Congress, GOP candidates had
expected to run _ and win _ this
year on the theme that the country needs a Republican president
to complete the party's conservative "revolution."
These days, however , it's
Clinton who is surging, and he"s
done it by making the opposite
argument. In vetoing major
Republican initiatives, he's promoted himself as a brake on Congress and what he says are its
"extremist elements." His popularity with voters, especially
independents and women, has
shot up.
House and Senate Democrats,
meantime, suddenly find themselves in the curious position of

contmueatopage 1
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Classics Week Celebrates Hellenistic and Roman Antiquity
BY IONA YABUT

April 21-26- Lawrence's
Daniel J . Taylor, Hiram A. Jones
Professor of Classics, and the
Alpha Omicron chapter of Eta
Sigma Phi (the national honorary
society for students of the classical languages ) presented the
Lawrence community with a
week-long immersion in the Classics. The week was comprised of
informational slide shows, lectures including the Maurice P.
Cunningham Memorial Lecture ,
a taste of Roman comedy, and the
opportunity to train as a Roman
gladiator.
According to Taylor, Classics
week serves to remind the campus community that the study of
classics is alive and well at
Lawrence. At the heart of all liberal arts studies, the classics will
always be a vital part of the
Western intellectual tradition.
Success of Classics week

depends on the involvement of
Lawrence students and professors alike. This year, senior Brad
Wendel, classics major and president of Eta Sigma Phi, conducted
"No talking in the Ranks!"
described as "an introductory and
aerobic opportunity for anyone to
train and become Roman Gladiators ." Two slide presentations
were given by Eta Sigma Phi
members as well. "An Illustrated
History of Ancient Greece" covered more than a hundred years
of Greek history and civilization.
In another slide presentation,
Wendel, along with senior classics and music major Pete
Martens , and junior classics
major Patrick Hogan gave a tour
of"Rome, the Eternal City." Wendel, Martens, and Hogan studied
in Rome. In past years, Profs.
Chaney, Szuba, Lawton , and
Taylor have given lectures.
This years Cunningham
Memorial Lecturer was James C.

Campus News In Brief
continued from page 1
clarinet and piano, will present
Trio a cordes by Bohuslav Martinu, Trio, op 23 by Robert Below,
and Piano Quartet in G minor,
op. 45 by Gabriel Uran Faure

Alum Stands Up As
Guest Conductor
Jason Sebranek once had to
undergo juries, and even GERs
(!!f> n P r<>l o d uoatiu u 1eqU1rementS)
but he graduated from the
Lawrence Conservatory and
went on to obtain a master of
music degree in Milwaukee.
Now he's back as LU Symphonic
Band "guest conductor".
The concert will be Sunday,

May 5 at 8 p.m. in the Memorial
Chapel and will feature works by
Vincent Persichetti, John Barnes
Chance, Donald Erb, Howard
Hanson and Robert Russell Bennett.

Further Discussion on
China
While we generally think of
Chinese Emperors as a thing of
Lhe past, there are some who
claim that not so very much has
changed in China since 1912. A
1971 Lawrence graduate , David
Strand, authored the book, "Rickshaw Beijing:· City People and
Politics in the 1920s" and on
continued to page 5
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McKowen, professor of classics at
the University of WisconsinMadison. McKowen, is one of the
world's leading authorities on
Ovid, as was Professor Cunningham. In the past, they have had a
Belgian lecturer, and Michael
Putnam, who, according to Prof.
Taylor, "is arguably one of the
country's most distinguished
Latinists."
The week concluded with a
lecture given by Prof. Taylor,
who, since graduate school , has
been studying Varro's De Lingua
Latina. Recently, Taylor's analysis has changed its focus from linguistics and grammatical structure to an actual investigation of
the book's evolution.

While on sabbatical next year
in Italy, Taylor hopes to further
his investigation, and eventually
publish his findings . Taylor is
excited about taking on this challenge, and wants to have fun
with it. According to Art History
major Julie Schmitz, "upon hearing Dan Taylor speak, I regretted
not having taken a classics
course."
Junior classics and philosophy major Chris Wagaman
summed up the week: "Classics
week has, for the most part, successfully shown the vitality of
ancient Roman and Greek civilizations. The one familiar with
ancient civilizations and literature finds that the problems, con-

Earth Week Events
continued from page 3
environmental issues among
La wren ti ans.
Perhaps Tom Mullin's performance at the Love Your Mother
Earth concert aroused interest
with song lyrics like "It's nature's
way of telling you something's
wrong."
"Basically, [Greenfire's] goal
is to provide both chances for
education about issues , and also
hands-on experience . .. things
like cleaning up the Fox River or

going to work at [environmental]
preserves," stated Liz Godfrey.
The group emphasizes education
and participation, and holds letter-writing campaigns, sponsors
field projects, and generally
attempts to raise awareness in
the community.
"Earth Day is great. I really
love it, and I think that it was
very successful [this year] ," Andy
Motiwalla remarks. "I think that
it just reminds people that we're
all on this planet [and] we have
to work together to keep it alive ."

cerns, joys that he has are quite
similar to the problems, joys, concerns of the ancient Romans and
Greeks. I think Classics week has
successfully demonstrated these
similarities."
The first Classics week at
Lawrence was held over a decade
ago, but it has not been established as an annual event . In previous years, low funds, and lack
of student availability make
planning difficult. There is an
alumnus(a ) who anonymously
donates two hundred and fifty
dollars a year. Taylor pointed
out, however, that $250 "can't get
you much. " As a result, the money is saved for later Classics
weeks.

Corrections
In the April 18, 1996
issue, charges of drug possesion
were inaccuratre. The charges
were for possesion of drug paraphernalia.
In the March 7, 1996
issue, an editorial ran under the
byline of Professor Ha zel Spears.
The Multicultural Affairs Committee wrote the misstated article. The La wrentian regrets
these errors.

BGLASS Pride Conference
continued from page 2
University, because it supports
gay rights."
An Appleton resident
said during the panel discussion
that she can not "come out" in
this area "for fear of losing a lot
of clients. I could lose my business ." Professor Rodgers also
talked about his process of coming out and the difficulties associated with this particular region
of the country, "I hate to say that
we're used to it [discrimination].
That makes me depressed. It
makes me angry but unfortunately, growing up in the midwest that's the way it is."
Sunshine Snider presented an alternative view,
claiming that Lawrence wasn't
as extreme as her own right wing
home town. "Where I come from
it is ten times worse, mainly
because of the KKK movement.
In a place like Indiana it is really dangerous. Most people don't
know about me."
Lindberg quoted administrators from different schools.
At a level 1 school a gay administrator claimed, "Sometimes the
policies are just a cover." Lindberg supplemented this quote
with his own interpretation, "In
the age of political correctness
nobody says anything openly
that might offend someone, but
they'll do it in private with others who share the same views."
At a level 4 school an
unnamed
administrator
explained , "There's a healthy
amount of homophobia here ."
The administrator said that
homophobia provides dialogue,
and went on to say, "Our administration is ambivalent. It is just
not discussed." At the level 5
school Lindberg's interviews
were canceled repeatedly.
These levels were used
with interviews to calculate cor-

relations between campus attitudes, hate crimes against gays
and lesbians, and university
policies. Lindberg also found
that, while in levels 1 and 2
Greek systems were rare, fraternities and sororities were always
present at levels 4 and 5. "ls
there a connection between the
Greek system and homophobia?
From my experience, maybe,"
Lindberg said. "There's a slight

correlation but you can't make
such a vast generalization."
While attendance at the
conference was down from this
year's high expectations, it was
still the largest pride conference
in Lawrence history. Lindberg
emphasized how recent conferences have opened up to the general community, after years of
catering only to the GLB community.

McGrain and Guggenheim
continued from page 1
The approach is different from
that which Michelangelo professed in the famous statement
that, as a sculptor, he needed
only to see the finished work
within the stone and chip away
at the "excess" marble.
McGrain is interested in how
nature and artists work with the
properties of natural materials.
As an example, McGrain
described the form and physics of
a drop falling into a pool of water.
When a falling drop hits the surface of the water, a ring of liquid
emerges from the disturbance
and dissipates outward above the
surface. McGrain sees a similarity between that phenomenon and
the way a potter's hands push
out the edges of a clay pot on the
potter's wheel.
McGrain is interested in
"ambiguous imagery" in his art.
One particular sculpture began
as a horse and ended without
most of the legs and with the
head rotated to stand on what
would have been the horse's
backside .
Spectators
have
remarked that it resembles a
sculpture of a woman's torso .
McGrain pointed out that, in
addition to a woman's torso and a
horse, the sculpture resembles a

chocolate rabbit.
McGrain says that he thinks
his art "asks the viewer to participate" more than would "a clear
statement" of a question or a purpose. "When a question is asked
artistically, I think that it draws
the person to form answers ... "
McGrain says that when he creates works of art, he explores
questions more than he expresses things he already knows.
McGrain wants the creation
of his art to be of as much interest as the finished work itself. He
compared the mystery of a work
of artistic creation to the mystery
and beauty in nature's creation.
"It is a tough standard to have,"
he says, offering butterfly wings
and honeycomb as examples.
McGrain hopes that his art spurs
observers to contemplate its
making.
He pointed out that every
sculpture that the Guggenheim
Foundation considered with his
application was made during his
tenure at Lawrence. "I'm very
grateful for the support of my
family, Lawrence University,
Kohler Ar ts-in-Industry program, and the Wisconsin Arts
Board. Without that support, I
couldn't have produced the work
that made this opportunity possible."
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Letters to the Editor

Shiffler's List

Why Mike Shi££ Loves Ken Griff
BY MIKE SHIFFLER

Are you disgusted with
our political system? Are you fed
up with politics as we know it?
During the the State of the Union
Address, did you wish that a
bomb would go off, so we would
have to start from scratch? Well,
the last suggestion is a bit
extreme, but it's hard not to be
disenchanted with our government these days . For example,
while politicians talk about
downsizing government, the new
farm bill that Clinton just signed
into law creates the National
Sheep Industry Improvement
Center. For $20 million the center will "promote strategic development activities ... to maximize
the impact of Federal assistance." No wonder our country is
running in the red.
I would like to believe that in
the upcoming presidential campaign the candidates would initiate a national dialogue on what is
the proper role of the federal government. Unfortunately, this is a
pipe dream. What we'll get is a
lot of soundbites and thirty-second commercials on emotional
issues. By November, we all will
be sick of commercials which
make claims such as, "As president, Bill Clinton has taken criminals off the streets and put them
behind bars. On Crime, Bill Clinton is as Hard as a Rock." A Dole
anti-crime ad might state, "Bob
Dole favors expanding the death
penalty. Vote Dole and put criminals in the chair, not back on the
streets." The scary thing is that
these slogans could almost be
from real commercials. Is this
any way to elect the leader of the
world's sole superpower?
Hell, no, and it's time to send
a message to Washington that we
have had enough. There is a simple way to send this message:
vote Griffey in '96. He won't
appear on the ballot, so you'll
have to write in "Ken Griffey Jr."
Oh, I realize he is not a real candidate and the Griffey '96 ads are
commercials for Hush Puppies,
Converse, or whatever kind of
cleats he wears. You see, that's
the beauty of voting Griffey-he
can't be elected President,
because he does not meet the
Constitution's age requirement.
If Griffey were to win an Electoral College majority, it would
send a sobering message to
Washington: "You jokers have
really pissed us, the People, off.
We prefer a non-candidate to the
actual candidates. We believe
that if he were eligible, the centerfielder for
the
Seattle
Mariners would do a better job of
running the country than you
stooges."
Hey, wait that last
statement really isn't that much
of a stretch. I mean Clinton and
Dole try to play toward the center, while Griffey plays center.
Although the Cold War is over,
America still needs to be a strong
on defense, and with three Gold
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5) Replace wimpy Secretary
of State Warren Christopher
with sensitive tough guy Clint
Eastwood.
4) Have Hilary beat the crap
out of Newt
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welfare reform." Surely anyone J.F.K. tour" of the Lincoln Bedwho can get people to pay_to sit in room.
7) Hold weekly White House
the Kingdome can get Democrats
and Republicans to agree on a keggers open to the general pubbudget. Unfortunately, President lic.
Griffey is also a pipe dream, at
6) Defuse a bomb on board a
least in '96. Damn the Constitu- speeding bus.
tion. Oh well, Griffey should
probably finish saving the
National Pastime from itself,
before he saves the Nation itself.
Let's face it, Bob Dole is
continued from page 4
just too old and grumpy to be the
April
24
he
presented a Main
President, Ross Perot (ifhe runs)
is just plain crazy; so that leaves Hall Forum discussing the issues
Clinton as the only electable can- of Chinese leadership and the
didate (who is eligible). Below is similarities and differences it
some advice for the President. If shares with its historical roots
he follows this advice, he will and the implications for the Chirestore Americans' confidence in nese people.
their government, be re-elected
The forum, "After the Last
with a huge mandate, and ensure
that the Griffey '96 commercials Emperor: Leadership and Folstay nothing more than a clever lowers in Post-Imperial China"
way for Keds, Buster Brown, or dealt with the issues of political
whatever shoe company Phil evolution in 20th century China
Knight runs to sell shoes.
· and how the changes and contiTop Ten Ways President nuities have affected the relaClintQn Can Lock up the '96 tionship between the Chinese
Election:
people and their governments.

3) Kick Bob Dole's ass in a
six-pack race.
2) Put on a mask, a cap, and
an enormous cod-piece and help
Batman fight crime in Gotham
City.
1) Deport Michael Bolton!

Maybe They're Tiny
but At Least They're Less
Complex

An age long debate between
illusion and reality, between
ideals and development, and
between romanticism and modernism is the central theme of
the up-coming play "True West,"
May 2-4 in Cloak Theater. Eric
Westphal, a senior at Lawrence
will be directing three performances of this play by Sam Sheppard.

Dear Editor,
I would like to bring to the
attention of the Lawrence community the financial ramifications of the meal plan currently
implemented at Downer Commons. As a senior, I have taken
on several efforts to save money
in preparation for the "real
world," and one such effort was
switching to the seven-meal-perweek plan at Downer. For those
not familiar with the Downer
system, I will describe, briefly,
the options available . Students
are given the "choice" (keep in
mind that most schools in the
ACM do not have mandatory
meal plans) between three systems: the 19-, 12-, or 7-meal-perweek plan. Allotments of Grill
credit are provided with the 12and 7-meal plans; $40 and $75
respectively. For spring term I
elected the seven meal per week
plan, bought some cheap groceries, and felt confident I was
saving money. Last term, while
following the 19-meal plan ($844
per term), I paid $4.03 per meal
(I am basing this on an eleven
week term). I calculated, then,
that on the 7-meal plan ($595
per term), I should be saving
$48.36 per week . Wrong. The
meals I eat on the 7-meal plan,
Grill credit notwithstanding,
actua Hy cost more than the
meals on the-19 meal plan: they
are $6.75 instead of$4 ..03.
I do not wish to address the ·
quality of the food ·at Downer in
this letter; l will simply ask my
reader to consider what $6.75
could buy in a restaurant. There
are other absurdities in the system: faculty and staff are
allowed to take entire meals out
of Lucinda's when they're "on the
run"; students are not. Students
who work at Downer must eat
the meal served during their
shifts, whether they wish to or
not. This means that a student
who elects the seven-meal-per-

continued to page 7
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Downer Adressed

10) Balance the budget by
raising taxes on cabbage, brussel
sprouts, and rich old people who
drive RVs.
9) Reunite Wham!
8) Give Sharon Stone "the

Gloves, Griffey is anything but
soft on defense. As former Clinton now Griffey campaign consultant James Carville says, "If you
can hit an Orel Hershiser slider,
there's no reason you can't hit

Phone 734-8793

DNA research is controversial
enough and now they are investigating human genetic makeup by
looking at microscopic worms! In
a the science hall colloquium on
April 29, Stephanie Schissoe, a

scientist at Washington University School of Medicine in St.
Louis, discussed how researchers
learn about how DNA is programmed with individual characteristics for each separate being,
from studies conducted on C. elegans.
The address, "The Human
Genome Project: A Worm's-Eye
View of the Genome" also
addressed ethical issues of medical uses, such as prenatal identification of birth defects .

Ideas v. Practicality
and Illusion v. Reality

The plot revolves around two
contradictory brothers attempting to further their contrasting
viewpoints about what the real
"West" is and should be. While
Austin, a practical screenwriter,
is content with a barrage of freeways and Safeways, Lee an idealist, who loves the desert, asserts
that the West has been overrun
by modem times .

Faculty Recital Features Laura Kenney
Claude Debussy's Sonata
pour Violoncello et Piano, Nicolai
Miasovsky's Sonata No. 2, Paul
Hindemith's Duett fur Bratsche
und Violoncello, and Franz Schubert's Piano Trio, op. 99 were the
central works of a faculty recital
on April 28 in Harper Hall. Laura Kenney, a music specialist at
the Lawrence Arts Academy, performed on cello, assisted by Carol
Leyboum and Constance Grabow
on piano, Lewis Rosove· on viola
and Roberta Carpenter on violin.
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The Warden and the Penitent: A Critique of the Administration
administration seems to have
taken great pains in training its
Is it surprising that the cellu- employees well, as they all seem
lar prison, with its regular to be able recognise, unfailingly,
chronologies, forced labour, its the smell of marijuana. Two secuauthorities of surveillance and rity guards, two policemen and n
registration, its experts in nor- hall director, Ector, then showed
mality, who continue and multi- up at the room of the students
ply the functions of the judge, involved and knocked. Upon
should have become the modern hearing the knock on the door,
instrument of penalty? Is it sur- one of the students responded
prising that prisons resemble fac- with a "Who is it?" There was no
tories, schools, barracks, hospi- answer. ·The student then
attempte!l to look through the
tals, which all resemble prisons?
- Michel Foucault, Disci- eyehole, so thoughtfully provided
for
our protection and safety.
pline And Punish.
But Ector had brilliantly foreThe Lawrence University seen this move and had placed
Course Catalogue boldly states her thumb on the other side of
that "Lawrence provides opportu- the peephole. Does any of this
nities; it does not prescribe deci- smack, even in the least bit, of
sions. The privilege of liberal entrapment? No! of course not,
learning is the freedom to choose; our administration is a fair and
the challenge of liberal learning loving organisation. They are
is to choose responsibly ." The here to help and protect us, not
grandiloquence of this little piece trouble us . It is unthinkable that
of administrative rhetoric falls they would even think of doing
far, far short of the truth. "It something unjust.
As stated in the Student
does not prescribe decisions," no
it does not, but it does enforce Handbook, the bureaucratic
them and they are not necessari- Bible of our administration :
ly those an individual 's own "When there are sufficient
choosing. Lawrence University grounds to believe that a crime ...
seems to have become the hotbed is occurring, which requires a
of crime in the Fox Valley, and search of leased property, the
seems to be changing from peace- student leasing the property will
ful community to police state . be notified of such planned entry
What else can one call it when or search." As heartwarming as
one's fellow students appear this may sound, the University
ready to involve the police over "a was careful enough to provide
complaint about noise?" During themselves with a loophole that
this term alone, the Appleton allows this article to be bypassed
Police Dept. has made more at any time: "this procedure in no
appearances on this "liberal" and way supersedes a lawful search
"open-minded" campus than they by civil authorities ." So, what is
have over the three years that I the student body to understand
have been here. Two students from this? There are at least 700
were busted in Sage Hall for pos- ' students under the age oftwentysession of drug paraphernalia. one on this campus. And at least
They were both slapped with ninety percent of these, if not
hefty $300 fines . The Viking more , drink . If a hall director susRoom was busted and two minors pects underage drinking, is it
consuming alcohol were found on then a University matter or
the premises . The supervisor was should she be able to immediately notify the police to bring the
fined $203.
And , of course, our loving despicable criminals to book? The
administration, in the best inter- Handbook also states that the
ests of all and 'in the best inter- "Dean of Students effects liaison
ests of upholding the law, has with the Appleton Police Departwelcomed these interventions ment," but it is pitifully obvious
with open arms because the "Uni- that this article has proved
versity is not a sanctuary protect- pathetically unimportant to the
ing those who violate laws regu- decision-making of at least one
lating the use of drugs or alco- hall director. The Handbook also
hol." A virtuous bunch, that states that "Lawrence University
~dministration of ours, aren't maintains that the most effective
they? Yes, of course, like God's means to deter the abuse of drugs
own messengers descended upon is through ... the availability on a
us to show us the difference nonpunitive basis of support serbetween black and white, right vices." The non attached to the
and wrong. Maybe, seeing as they word punitive seems to have lost
are an administration so hung up all meaning and significance. So,
on the rules, someone should ask what exactly does this college
them what exactly happened in stand for again-freedom? Examthe quad at the beginning of this ination of values? Choice?
In fact, Anal Retention seems
term. Ah! but you see that falls
within the gray area and that is to be the motto engrained into
something that the student body the heads of our guardians and
should not concern itself with; overseers. So anal, that when the
the black and the white are good hall director mentioned above
enough for us. Let the virtuous saw an underage student exiting
and competent stewards of our Pat's Tap she perceived the incimoral education handle all that dent as being worthy of mention
to the Dean of Students. The
gray stuff
The newspaper report on the Dean of Students then informed
"Sage Bust" left out a few signifi- Pat of the misdemeanor so that it
cant details regarding the inci- may never happen again. There
dent; I guess it must be that gray is such a thing as control, but
stuff again that we don't need to absolute control is something
know about. The pure and self- that only the absolutely and
righteous Keisha Ector smelled insanely ambitious strive for. I
marijuana smoke in the hallway think we all know the old adage
and decided to take action; the about power. There is such a
BY HRUSHIT BHATT

thing as enforcing the rules, but
there is also such a thing as
enforcing them while maintaining the respect of the community.
Being sneaky and deceitful in
order to administer "justice" is a
travesty of everything that justice connotes. The administration
seems to have three different sets
of rules with which to work: those
that it bombastically proclaims in
print; those that they enforce;
and those that they themselves
observe.
We may as well burn the Stu-

dent Handbook, get rid of the mind that is ruled by the urge to
idea of freedom and embrace the question and open my mind wide
concept ofliving under conditions to the "liberal enlightenment"
of careful and ceaseless surveil- being doled out like so much slop
lance. Maybe I'm being a little too on this campus. Another thing I
open with my ideas and my pre- think we all know is the old
scriptions. Maybe I've even adage about Jack-all work and
tripped the Independent Thought no play. For seven months of the
alarm over at Big Brother's office. year we live in a frozen hell and
And, I suppose, I'm also missing · for nine months of the year we
out on that $24,000 per year "lib- have the very life being stamped
eral" education. I suppose I out of us. Is it any wonder, then,
should get back to the rigors of that there are people at L.U. trymy "liberal" education and close ing to kill themselves?
my eyes, cut out that part of my

The Right to Smoke Vs. Proposed Policy
BY ABIR SEN

Smoking is a habit of choice
- a dirty one say some, one that
is immensely satisfying, say others. The debate between smokers·
and non-smokers has been going
on for a while, but has intensified
only in the recent past. Scientistshave come to the conclusion that
smoking very definitely is hazardous to health, and tobacco
industry reports to the contrary
are only read for their amusement value. Studies have also
proved conclusively, so I am told,
that secondary smoke is very
harmful for health as well. Nonsmokers, understandably, are
indignant at the idea of someone
else's (allegedly) foolish choice
endangering their own health,
and as a result have been up in
arms against smoking. The act of
smoking has taken a great tumble from being the social act it
used to be at one time, to an act
that "disgusts" and "repels" many
people. Smokers, therefore, today
are by and large treated as social
lepers - loathed, avoided, and
discriminated against.
The Great Debate has very
recently entered the Lawrence
campus. Though a little late in
its coming, it has made an
appearance with a vengeance.
The only problem is, however,
that on this campus it has ceased
to be a debate. It is a statement
from non-smokers to smokers
which says, "We are right. You
are wrong. So suffer!" For
instance, at the beginning of the
last academic year, when students returned to campus, they
were greeted with the news 'that
the two smoking lounges in the
Library were not to be smoking
lounges any more. They were to
be used for "other purposes". I
can understand why making a
library non-smoking might be
essential to its safety, given that
a four inch long cigarette is often
the cause . of blazing infernos.
However, I cannot understand
why no attempt was made to elicit the opinion of the student body,
or to at least involve them in the
decision-making process. I personally collected three hundred
signatures from students, smokers as well as non-smokers, who
were upset at the administration's callousness. My efforts
were in vain, however, and smokers suffered throughout the year,
especially during the winter
when they had to brave the subzero temperatures to have a puff.
The only redeeming factor at
the time was that the Memorial
Union was still a place were

smokers could smoke and study
at the same time. This feeling of
'•security, however, turned out to
be short-lived, and this time the
attack came from part of the student body itself - the LUCC Student Wetlfare Committee.
This week the committee proposed to the LUCC General
Council that the campus smoking
policy should be revised. They
proposed that all buildings on
campus, except residence halls,
fraternity and small houses, and
the basement of the Memorial
Union be made smoke free . This
includes all the - faculty offices,
Downer B, the Union (except the
basement); and even President
Warch's office is to be made
smoke free . First I was angered
by this proposal. Soon, however,
my anger turned into a smile of
contempt. The premise behind
this proposal was that the health
of non-smokers was in danger,
and therefore smoking should be
banned in all places where nonsmokers might be compelled to
enter. Even if I accept the
premise, I fail to see how smoking in the basement of the Union
will relieve all the non-smokers
in the Grill, since smoke being
lighter than air naturally rises
upwards. Even more ludicrous
was the choice of the smoking
area. Since an amendment to the
proposal made by Dean Motts
Thomas banned smoking in the
Coffeehouse,
smokers were
essentially given the four seats in
front of the T.V. in the basement
as their only smoking area on
this campus. Can those who are
behind this proposal imagine
what it would be like to have fifty
smokers crowded in the basement, smoking all at the same
time? Or do they have the attitude that since smokers are
reducing their own life spans by
choosing to smoke, let us reduce
their life spans by a couple of
decades as well! Correct me if I
am wrong, but all this smacks of
extremism to me.
The premise that smoking in
one part of the building, say
Downer B, necessarily affects the
rest of the building is also false .
Yes, it is true at present, but that
is only due to the ancient ventilation system in the building. Mr.
Fortune was quoted by the Student Welfare representative as
saying that it would cost a lot to
get the ventilation updated, and
therefor he was in favor of making Downer smoke free. Does
money, then have the last word?
Does the comfort of the workers,
a large number of whom smoke,
and that of the students mean

nothing? I would also like to
remind everyone, ·that Downer is
not doing students a favor by
feeding them. We pay for our
meals there, and smokers pay as
much as non-smokers do. If we
~n accommodate both groups
simply by updating the ventilation system, is it not unfair not to
do so?
Moreover, I would like to
implore all those in favor of this
proposal to shed your cloaks of
hypocrisy, and at least be consistent. If the health of your fellow
students is the issue, make the
whole campus non-smoking.
Don't let people smoke in their
rooms, because their neighbors
might be non-smokers and develop lung cancer due to no fault of
theirs . Don't let people smoke at
the entrance to buildings, in case
non-smokers leaving and entering the building happen to get
asphyxiated. Don't let people
smoke on the walkways, lest nonsmokers walking behind them
start to show symptoms of
emphysema. And while you are
at it, why don't you instruct the
paper companies to stop releasing toxic odors into the pure air
Lawrentians are entitled to
breathe? If on the other hand you
are making noise simply to make
yourself heard, why don't you let
smoking dogs smoke, and pick
another issue like the perennial
problem of parking, or the tons of
food that Downer wastes everyday?
Maybe I sound bitter, but this
issue has been handled by our
campus in a most insensitive
manner. I appeal to all smokers
as well as understanding nonsmokers to get together and
speak to your respective hall representatives about how you feel
about this issue. The LUCC General Council will vote on this
issue at the next meeting, and it
would be a shame if the voting
was done without having the
input of the people it affects the
most. All I am asking for is a
place on campus where I can read
my book, drink my coffee, and
smoke my cigarette. The Memorial Union is the only place where
at present I can do all three in
unison. Please don't take it fr~m
me.
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Softball Team Challenges Division I Foe
BY JACKIE GEHRING

The Lawrence softball team
started the season with hopes of
post season play, but those
hopes were dashed in a roller
coaster like week .
The Vikings looked to
improve with in the conference
against Lake Forest College.
The team performed well, but
could not sc·o re with runners on
base. Lake Forest exploded in
the second inning of the first
game and in the fifth inning of
the second game to put
Lawrence away for good. "We
seemed to have one bad inning,"
claimed coach Kim Tatro,
"Unfortunately, that's all it
takes sometimes at this level of
play."
With that disappointing loss
weighing heavily on the
Vikings' minds, they faced
nationally ranked, non-conference University of WisconsinStevens Point. The team performed extremely well in the
first game, almost pulling off
the upset in the bottom of the
seventh (in softball, the last)
inning.
Going into the seventh
inning, the game was tied . With
two outs, senior Ali Hartfield
was thrown out at the plate trying to score from second base on

a hit to center field. That ended
the inning and, in extra
in·n ings, Stevens Point exploded
for 12 runs and escaped an
upset at unranked Lawrence's
bats. "It was unbelievable,"
exclaimed Tatro. "We hit their
number one pitcher for 19 hits
and we lost. It was a good game
for us, excluding that last
inning. We were a foot away, a
throw away."
In
the
second
game
Lawrence came back hungry.
Again, the game went into the
last inning all tied up and the
Stevens Point bats ignited,
scoring seven runs and the victory, 13-4.
With new confidence and a
tainted record, the Vikings
headed to Ripon, believing that
they could beat them. Their
hopes were not disappointed,
Lawrence began the day handing Ripon an 8-7 loss. There
were no bad innings in these
two games, instead Lawrence
held its ground defensively and
slowly created a lead .
In the first· game, Lawrence
scored in the second inning
with four consecutive doubles
by Susie Svejda, Jodi Schmeling, Heather Newlin , and
Nicole Bushman. "Those four
consecutive
doubles
were
instrumental,"
commented

Letters to the Editor
Downer Justice, Hrushit in the Mix
continued from page 5
week plan and works three
breakfast shifts must relinquish
almost half of her meals for her
job. Professors at Lawrence allow
us to take exams in the dorms,
but Downer does not trust us not
to sneak meals during our shifts.
Just last month I saw the Downer staff humiliate a girl who was
holding two oranges in the lobby
(only one piece of fruit is allowed
out of the dining rooms). When
she explained that she was holding one for her friend while he
put on his coat, she was told that
if it happened again, she would
be fined $10.
I don't expect our Food Services to be perfect-institutional
food never will be a delicacy. I
simply e;,c.pect the system to abide
by the values of fairness and
trust which I associate with
Lawrence University.

Sincerely,
Emily Wharton
Editor, Lawrentian:
In respnse to Mr. Bhatt's arrack on Ms. Baumgardner
(April 18), I'd like to go on record
as saying I found Ms. Baumgardner's column on Valentine's Day
a very clever piece of light-hearted satire. Mr. Bhatt must simply
have been confused by encountering a feminist with a sense of
humor. To help him in his future
reading I'll make a few critical
observations:
1. Satirists often shift
from one tone to another.

2. Self-deprecation is a
form of wit.

3. So is self-parody.
Betrand Goldgar
Professor of English

Democrat Rally

Tatro, "We were really pleased
continued from page 3
with the hitting. It was a really
balanced attack with a lot of following the lead of Clinton, who
different people playing well."
enraged many of them last year
LU then ·scored five runs in when he adopted a controversial
four different innings to secure
strategy of "triangulation" _
the victory. In the second game, . which amounted to distancing
the Vikings controlled the game
himself from his party's congresfrom the first inning on.
sional wing.
Lawrence rallied in the first
Clinton and the Democrats
inning to put two runs on the
have yet to offer a coherent picboard and then added five more
ture of what their agenda would
in the third and fourth . Ripon be if both the White House and
attempted a comeback in the
Congress were again under their
seventh, but right fielder Zina control, as .it was. in 1993 and
Cooper made a spectacular
1994. And while Democratic cancatch to stop Ripon's momendidates seem pleased to stand
tum. The game ended with a 11- . with the Clinton at rallies, the
4, Lawrence victory.
president has yet to highlight a
Coming off 'the Ripon wins,
Democratic Congress as a key
Lawrence was extremely confi- element of his re-election mesdent because its next opponent,
sage.
Beloit, had recently lost to
Still, hopes for a comeback
Ripon.
Unfortunately,
are already paying Democratic
Lawrence did not fare as well as
dividends, by salvaging what had
Ripon against Beloit and lost been a poor year for candidate
not only the doubleheader, but recruitment. Rep. Steny Hoyer of
also its chance at post season Maryland, who's been beating
action.
the bushes from Oregon to FloriIn both games the Lawrence
da in search of Democratic chalbats were subdued, while Beloit lengers, says that " there is no
took advantage of Viking errors
longer a reluctance (by potential
and
scored
seven
runs.
candidates) to believe, ' Yes, I can
La~rence ended the day with 3win this seat.' "
7 and 2- 7 losses and a 2-6
Iowa state Senate President
record in the conference.
Leonard Boswell, who decided in
The Vikings have only three
March to give up his job in the
more doubleheaders the rest of legislature and run for the
the season. They can impact the
House, insists he has little interconference standings because of est in coming to Washington to
tie-breakers, but they cannot join a minority party.
compete in post season play.
"If I thought that I was going
The lack of post season play,
to stay in the minority," he says,
however, does not consider the "that would have made a differyouth of the Lawrence ·squad. ence in my decision to run."
The team will only lose two
The Iowa contest is one of 120
seniors and many juniors and key House races in this year's
freshman who have helped
election.
make the team competitive this
Most involve open seats,
season will be returning.
where an incumbent is leaving,
or the re-election races of first-

term congressmen, typically the
most vulnerable incumbents,
including many members of the
large and feisty Republican
freshman class.
Senate
showdowns
are
expected in about two dozen
states, most involving seats held
by
Democrats. · Vulnerable
incumbents are equally divided
between the major parties. They
include Democrats John Kerry of
Massachusetts, Max Baucus of
Montana and Paul Wellstone of
Minnesota, as well as Republicans Jesse Helms of North Carolina, Larry Pressler of South
Dakota and Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina:.
But the main campaign
action will be in races to fill the
seats of 13 retiring senators.
Republicans need seven additional seats to reach their goal of 60 _
the number required, under Senate rules, to squelch filibusters .
Their best chances of gaining
some of the eight seats being
vacated by Democrats are in
Georgia (where Sam Nunn is
leaving) New Jersey (Bill
Bradley), Arkansas (David Pryor), Alabama (Howell Heflin),
and Louisiana (J. Bennett Johnston).
A Democratic takeover would
require a triple play: winning
most, if not all, of the seats of
their retiring veterans; defeating
one or more Republican incumbents; and picking up the seats of
a couple retiring GOP senators,
who include William S. Cohen of
Maine, Mark 0. Hatfield of Oregon and Alan K. Simpson of
Wyoming.

Freshman Studies Headed for a More Progressive Future
BY JOHN DRAKE

Since early second term, the
Freshman Studies Program has
been under review by the faculty.
Because Lawrence University
fears becoming less competitive
in the academic world, it is looking at ways to improve its curiculum, starting with Freshman
Studies.
Formed to oversee Lawrence's
entire curriculum review, the
Governance Committee created
the Freshman Studies Review
Committee as an ad hoc committee for reviewing the Freshman
Studies program. The Governance Committee is· starting with
Freshman Studies because it is
the beginning of a student's academic career here, and one of the
core courses in Lawrence's curriculum.
Reasons for improving the
Lawrence curriculum can be seen
in the October 3 issue of
Lawrence's "Recruitment Marketing Plan" published, by Art &
Science Group, Inc. The report

states that "market research

They are:

indicates
conclusively
that
• " ... to teach students the
Lawrence does not currently hold · basic skills of dialectic or logical
a distinctive position in the. discourse: how to read carefully,
intensely competitive markets in think critically, speak precisely,
which it recruits highly qualified and write clearly ...
students. In particular, the University is not differentiated
favorably on the academic quality factors that matter most to its
prospects in selecting a college."
The report goes on to state that
"change
is
imperative
if
Lawrence is to grow and thrive as
one of the nation's prominent
institutions of higher education
in the coming years."
"What should Freshman
Studies do, and what should it
not do?" were the main questions
Professor Frank Doeringer said
the Review Committee was asked
to answer in helping improve the
course. To do so, the Committee
decided to "clarify and simplify"
the goals of Freshman Studies,
and by the March 5 committee
meeting, results from Freshman
Studies Focus Groups had identified four main goals of the course.

• " ... the course should introduce students to major works
themselves rather than secondary material about such
works or mere ephemera.
• " ... the course should foster
an intellectual community on
campus among students and faculty.
• "[There isl a need for the
course to deal with issues of cultural heritage and diversity.
Participants,
however,
expressed sharply divergent
views about what the cultural
balance of the course should be."
To best realize these goals,
the min~tes ?fthe April 2 Review
Committee stated, "several structural models could be developed
based on the areas where there
has been general agreement in
the community as to what skills
should be acquired in the course."

Several focus groups are already
being put together in various residence halls under the coordination of the Review Committee to
help carry out the Review Committee's ideas.
It is important to note that
the F.S. program already in place
will not definitely be replaced.
Instead, the alternative programs being set up are seen as
ways of helping to realize the
goals of Freshman Studies.
Doeringer is optimistic that the
best of these curriculums will be
in place by the beginning of the
next academic year.
Mr. Doeringer encourages
any suggestions students might
have. please send suggestions to
freshman_studies@lawrence.edu.
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Lawrence Baseball Teatn In Midst of Season Slutnp
BY ETIIAN WAUGH

Just three short weeks ago,
the Lawrence University baseball squad had it all. The Vikings
had just swept a doubleheader
from Ripon College to take first
place in the Midwest Conference,
and improved their record to 6-42 overall. Currently, Lawrence is
mired in last place and unable to
halt a ten-game losing streak.

Beloit College came to Appleton armed with aggressive hitters ready to prey on the Vikings
depleted pitching staff. The first
game of Thursday's afternoon
doubleheader was typical of the
entire four- game weekend
series. Lawrence started sophomore Oliver Silva, who was
promptly shelled for seven
earned runs in just over three
innings of work. While Beloit was

knocking the ball all over the
field, the Viking hitters struggled
to mount any scoring opportunities. When the dust had cleared,
the Vikings had lost their seventh straight game, and Silva's
record had dropped to 2-1.
Head Coach Jeff School chose
to start sophomore Louie Clark
in the second game, hoping that
the righthander's curveball could
lead the Vikings to victory. By

Track Team Finishes Strong
senior Heidi Zeisset who
returned after a knee injury sidelined her for the first half of the
season. Zeisset ran very well,
The Lawrence University
achieving seventh place in the
Track Team competed last Satur3000 M run. Other Vikings also
day in the Wisconsin Private
performed, well in the 1500 M
School Championships at Beloit
run on Saturday. Freshman Tom
College. Both the men's and
Clark secured a tough fourth
women's teams competed well in
place, and Senior Captain Nora
the strong competition. In fact,
O'Shea fought her way to a fifth
both teams more than doubled
place for the women's team.
the number of point.<, they scored
Not only did the distance
at last year's private college
team run well in Beloit, the
meet. This meet was an excellent
sprinting team also had several
indication of the progress the
notable performances. Freshman
team has made under the guidSara
Olson earned third place in
ance of the coaching staff For
the 100 M hurdles despite a stiff
example, Coach Desiree Witter
headwind. Olson was also a
has worked with the entire team
member of the women's 400 M
in the weight room to improve
relay team that secured fifth
their strength. The throwing
place. Joining her for this relay
team, under the guidance of
were teammates Leah Anderson,
Coach Rick Coles, placed
Lisa Abler, and Yayoi Kambara.
throughout the field events.
On the men's side, sophomore
Junior Ryan McCaskill, in his
captain Matt Kehrein dropped
first year of competition, domithree seconds from last week's
nated the field and placed first in
400 M hurdle time. The improvejavelin. His throw was a personal
ment was enough to earn him
record by over eight feet. "I'm
third place in this difficult event.
. happy about this throw,"
Kehrein went on to an incredible
McCaskill later said, "but there
run in the 1600 M relay at the
are still many people in the conend of the day. Kehrein began
ference throwing better than
the relay with a
51 second 400
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA M, the fastest
time this school
has seen in over
three
years .
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BY DAVlD HARRINGTON AND

ZETA STRICKLAND

myself. I hope to continue to
improve in the next two meet.5."
Sophomore Alissa Joseph also
placed in the javelin, earning second. Earlier, Joseph threw to a
season best in the discus and
achieved fifth place. Likewise,
freshman Frank Kohler fought
his way to a fifth place finish in
the discus . Throwing teammate
Jubilee Johnson achieved fourth
place for Lawrence in the shot
put.
Coach Mike Fox, Lawrence's
distance authority, coached his
athletes through a successful
day. Freshman Chris Jones
placed in a tough double, the
5000 M and the 3000 M, earning
fourth and fifth respectively. Her
performance in the 5000 M was a
personal best by over 40 seconds.
Freshman Anne Dude placed
fourth in the 10,000 M. Brent
Tamamoto took fourth in the
3000 M steeplechase with a season-best time. Returning from a
back injury, junior Captain Scott '
Spr.tel ran in his first meet of the
outdoor season. Sprtel ran
strong, placing second in the
1500 M run, and first in the 5000
M. The team also welcomed back
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the second inning, however, it
was obvious that Clark did not
have his best stuff and the losing
streak was destined to reach
eight. He was ripped for seven
runs in the second, including a
mammoth three-run homer.
Obviously struggling, Clark was
sent back to the mound in the
third inning where the Buccanneers resumed the pounding,
combining Texas leaguers and
timely defensive mistakes to
increase their lead. When he was
finally pulled in the middle of the
fourth inning, Clark had allowed
fifteen hit.5 and twelve runs. The
Viking bat.5 managed to knock in
eight runs without ever seriously
threatening, and eventually succumbed 16-8.
Clark explained that every
once in a .while a team just cannot do anything right. "Every
walk, every error, every 500 foot
homer we give up comes at the
most inopportune time. We get
back into the game, and then
make one big mistake that causes us to fall apart."
Hoping that a change of
scenery might end the streak,
Lawrence headed to Beloit on
Saturday for the final two games
of the series. Freshman pitcher
Robb Cramer seemed to benefit
from the location. He continued
his excellent season by giving up
only four hits in the first game.
Unfortunately, the Vikings could

only muster three runs and eventually fell, 5-3.
In the second game, Beloit
once again roughed up the
Lawrence starter. This time,
Freshman Tim Weber was the
victim, allowing seven runs and
nine hits in only four innings of
work. Unable to rebound from
such a large deficit, the losing
streak reached ten games with
only six chances remaining to
end it. The loss dropped the
Vikings to 2-10 in conference,
and 6-14-2 overall.
Despite all of these losses, one
bright spot remains. Senior captain Erik Johnson is having the
best season of his career. For his
9-14 performance at the plate
during the Beloit series, he was
named Conference Player of the
Week. A virtual Jock for the AllConference squad, Johnson is
hitting .375 and leads the team
with 15 RBI's .
With six games left, four
against Carroll College and two
versus MSOE, Lawrence hopes to
at least equal last year's win total
of eight. Clark, for one, feels the
Vikings still have some fight left
in them. "We haven't given up,
we just aren't playing very good
baseball right now. With a little
luck, we can end on a six-game
winning streak instead of a sixteen-game losing streak."

Prepared to Shine
BY EMILY
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At their most recent

Lawrence Men's Tennis Team
paved the road to the challenges of Conference Champi-

tournament on Saturday, April
27, the men were defeated by

onships on May 3 - 4. After a

Lake Forest College with a

frustrating O - 7 defeat against

final score of 3 - 4. The out-

Oshkosh at a home match on
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against Carroll College at home
on Saturday, April 20 . The
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performance gave Carroll College competition to fear when

Alan
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and

competitively and share the
best overall singles record for
the team with four wins and
three losses. Both men have
displayed
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and

the teams meet again at the

determination throughout the

Conference meet this weekend

entire season, which will be

in Madison . "I credit strong
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with an uplifting serie s of

leading scorers in doubles contest with an overall 4 - 6
record . Partners Rich Canaday
and Krishna Tyargar ajan and
the

combination

of

Alex

Ozerkovski and Jorgen Nyman

matches that the Lawrence
men gather their rackets to
challenge the other athletes in
the Midwest conference .

